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A Degree of Satisfaction
ARE ANALYSTS OVERLOOKING CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIPS?

By Rhea Wessel

-

-
ducts market surveys of customer satisfaction, compiles the 

-
nell developed in his native Sweden, is widely recognized 
as the industry standard for measuring customer satisfac-

-
-

from an idea similar to the 
concepts behind happiness 

-
as a national happiness index 
reports how “end users” of 
the economy feel about its 
overall impact on their lives, 

-
timent of the end users of 

“Especially in a service 
economy, we need an index 
that does not focus only on 
prices and productivity,” says 

measures the quality of the 
-

cap consumer goods companies with high customer satis-

-

-
tomer satisfaction and are reluctant to incorporate cus-
tomer satisfaction data into their models in a systematic 

Analysts?” which was published in the March 2012 issue of 
the Journal of the Academy of Marketing Science

analysts who ignore customer satisfaction information may 
-

“We know that customer satisfaction is highly related to 

buy more often, recommend the product and services to 
friends, and are less price sensitive—all of which reduce 

was the subject of a 2009 paper published in the Journal 
of Marketing by co-authors Sundar Bharadwaj, now a pro-
fessor of marketing at the University of Georgia, and Kapil 

-

because higher satisfaction leads to fewer returns of a com-

-

idiosyncratic risk and also on the beta, the systematic risk,” 

can use multiple alternative methodologies, and the result 

can get increases in return with reductions in risk,” says Bha-

-
-

faction data can actually add new information above and 

CUSTOMER SATISFACTION SURVEY METHODOLOGIES

Customer satisfaction surveys in the business-to-consumer 

-
ing growth, increasing competition from Asian companies, 
and changing cost structures that made price competition 

-
veys were—and still are—conducted for internal use, such 
as segmenting customers, developing internal change pro-

has made customer satisfaction scores a part of variable 

PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE
ANALYST AGENDA

Analysts who ignore infor-
mation about customer 
satisfaction may be miss-
ing an important piece of 
nonfinancial information.

Firms with higher customer 
satisfaction tend to have 
lower systematic and lower 
idiosyncratic risk.

Methodological blind spots 
may prevent financial ana-
lysts from using customer 
satisfaction data. 
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board-level matters of corporate development and strategy 

-

-
tions are designed around qualitative research on how people 

-
-

ing on the purpose of the survey and the budget available, 

with a quadrant analysis method, through linear or non-

results consist of scores for satisfaction with various facets 
of the product and service as well as for overall customer 
satisfaction, which is considered the most relevant metric 

-
formance analysis”) plots the satisfaction scores for each 
product and service attribute versus the importance of the 
attribute for the customer, such as a product’s price or the 

with low satisfaction scores, according to Ngobo, these anal-
yses offer valuable insights into what things a company can 
improve to have the biggest impact on customer satisfac-

Regression analysis shows which attributes have the 
largest impact on satisfaction—for example, the impact of 

examine how variables may affect satisfaction differently 
across segments of customers—for example, how price may 
be more important for some customers while quality may 

a multiple-indicator approach to measure overall customer 
satisfaction as a latent variable, conducts surveys of roughly 

-

-
try and sector scores as well as a national score for customer 

-
-

-
-

NET PROMOTER SCORE

A familiar metric that companies publish and discuss fre-
quently with analysts is the company’s so-called net pro-

-
demics about the value of this metric and some people don’t 
consider it a satisfaction metric at all, some large companies, 

-

recommend Company ABC to others?” According to Sundar 

scale is usually considered “a detractor” whereas a customer 

-
age of people who scored their willingness to recommend 

-

“Customer satisfaction is very historical: ‘What did you do 

-

not a customer satisfaction metric because customer satis-

-

product or service in question, such recommendations are 
almost always trumped by the consumer’s own satisfaction 

-

-

A MISSING VARIABLE

as an indicator of the long-term economic performance of 

information consistently and on a wider basis?
-

ogy for customer satisfaction information, argues Sascha 
Raithel, an assistant professor at Ludwig Maximilians Uni-
versity in Munich who studies the link between intangible 

the companies report customer satisfaction and the other 

know if not reporting is a sign of poor customer satisfaction 

-

the mechanisms are very complex and the effects are usu-

strong link between customer satisfaction and long-term 
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stock performance, but right now, the data are not avail-

for their internal use, that information is not usually avail-
-

Another possible reason that analysts underuse or don’t 

have not learned how to incorporate intangible assets such 
-

simple and so obvious” that somehow the data are almost 
-

well-founded skepticism about the quality of customer sat-

around the surveys, with little transparency about differing 

analysts will question the reliability of self-reported data 

MISPRICING? 

Academics have followed two lines of thinking on mispric-

on customer satisfaction, making it possible for investors to 

priced into the market, with the exception of a few indus-

According to Ngobo, the utility sector is an exception to 
-

isfaction does not automatically affect revenues is switching 

analysts following utilities are not responsive to a negative 
-

ogy sector, analysts of companies respond to a decrease in 

may explain why some academics 
have reported a mispricing effect 
from customer satisfaction infor-
mation in the computer and inter-

Ngobo and his co-authors argue 
-

porate customer satisfaction but 

are reported with a delay because 
the data must be collected and 

“We say the market does not necessarily misprice sat-

customer satisfaction information because there are ways 

releases, conference calls, and discussions with managers,” 

-

rates all equity stocks it covers for sustainability but uses 

“subindicators” for which companies can be awarded points 
in the model, customer satisfaction falls into the “social” 
part of the analysis because the bank examines the impact 

Consider an example of how data are incorporated into 
the model: “A company can earn a maximum of four raw 
points for the customer satisfaction subindicator,” says 

of high quality, the company can earn—depending on the 

SEEKING AN EDGE

“Markets have not historically emphasized metrics like 
customer satisfaction and loyalty, but they add incremen-

become more cognizant of this because we’re starting to train 

Customer satisfaction may gain importance as online 
shopping shifts power to consumers away from producers 

buyer is gaining more power to dictate and become disloyal, 
and that means satisfaction will become even more impor-

important asset a company has is 
its customers and the customer rela-
tionship,” says Ngobo, “it makes 
sense for you to try to use infor-
mation about the quality of those 

Rhea Wessel is a financial journalist based 
in Frankfurt.
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